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The Human Rights Center works locally, nationally, and in-
ternationally to provide training, educational materials, 
and assistance to professionals, students, and volunteers 

working to promote and protect human rights.
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THANK YOU FOR ALL THAT YOU DO!

Dear Colleagues and Friends,

The year 2010 has been a busy one for the Human Rights Center and, as you will see in this report, we have 
accomplished quite a bit.  We wanted to take a moment to thank all of our donors, staff, associates, interns, 
Humphrey Fellowship host families, and other volunteers for making our work possible.  Especially in this 

We could not do it without you!

Since its founding in December 1988, the Human Rights Center’s mission has been to provide training, educational 
materials, and assistance to professionals, students, and volunteers working to promote and protect human rights 

rights advocates by giving them the knowledge and tools they need to advance an informed human rights agenda.  

(1) Human Rights Library
(2) Human Rights Education 
(3) Human Rights Fellowships
(4) 
(5) International Women’s Rights Action Watch

The Human Rights Center operates as part of a vibrant and collaborative community of many dedicated partner 

honored and humbled to be part of this greater human rights community and look forward to continuing our work.

Warm regards,                           

   
Kristi Rudelius-Palmer    David Weissbrodt
Human Rights Center Co-Director   Human Rights Center Co-Director &
University of Minnesota Law School   Regents Professor of Law
       University of Minnesota Law School
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The Human Rights Library is one of the world’s largest collections of human rights materials.  Containing pri-
-

and others so that they may advance an informed human rights agenda.  

The Human Rights Library is also one of the most readily accessible human rights collections; all materials on 
the Library are freely accessible with no login or registration required.  Additionally, the Library has nine lan-

the continuing development of the Human Rights Library was made possible by the support of the Ford Foun-

(London).

 

 

  
  

Human Rights Library

NEW DEVELOPMENTS in 2010 

Rights Library, resulting in the more than 2,000 resources, including UN treaties and 

manuals on UN human rights mechanisms.
-

risprudence from the International Criminal Court and the ad hoc tribunals for Rwanda, 
Sierra Leone, and the former Yugoslavia.

website; when fully developed, this section will allow quick and easy access to relevant 
international and legal documents on countries’ human rights obligations.

the Human Rights Library now carries the largest number of European Court decisions 
on Russia in the Russian Human Rights Library archive.



Human Rights Education Program
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The Human Rights Education Program (HRE Program) is an innovative, multi-faceted program aimed at edu-
cating teachers, students, and the general public about human rights and responsibilities.  Using an empowering, 
interactive, and engaging methodology, the HRE Program provides training, curricula, and hundreds of web 
resources and other materials to human rights advocates around the world. The program operates through four 

HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION RESOURCES

This is My Home - www.thisismyhome.org
This is My Home is a free and easily accessible pre-K-12 Human Rights Education (HRE) initiative. It offers 
numerous resources to educators and community members in multiple educational formats including lesson 
plans, curriculum units and planning tools, videos, interactive surveys, and more. This is My Home has reached 
educators and activists throughout Minnesota, the United States, and the world over. As of December 10, 2010, 
our online registration total is 4,500! 
 
Human Rights and Peace Store - www.humanrightsandpeacestore.org
The online Human Rights and Peace Store offers a unique collection of books, curricula, posters, training 
guides, multi-media materials, gifts, bookmarks, kindness currency, and other resources for sale to advocates, 
educators, and the general public.  The Store’s most popular item is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

an online catalog and ordering system, making it easier than ever to order resources.  

TRAINING AND CONSULTING

liaisons, university students, community members and school counselors. The Program’s focus in the past year 
has been on bringing school and community partners together to integrate human rights education, improve 
school climate, and, ultimately, help close achievement gaps. 

Ithaca Human Rights Training
In August 2010, the Human Rights Center responded to an invitation of the newly established Dorothy Cotton 
Institute in Ithaca, NY, to conduct a two-day training with local teachers and community members. Training 
participants included teachers and school principals from elementary, middle, and high schools and community 

-

NEW DEVELOPMENTS in 2010 
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nect schools and communities to promote human rights and end discrimination and achievement gaps. Dorothy 
-

gram has since expanded and offered additional trainings and events. The Human Rights Center continues to be 

 

 

How Community Can Help to Close the Achievement Gap Workshop
On December 3, 2010, the  Human Rights Center highlighted its efforts to bring schools and communities 
together to improve school climate and close the achievement gap at the annual Human Rights Day Conference 

topic, the session was attended by a record number of over 150 participants who came from a variety of back-

advocates. Many of these participants signed up to become school partners.

ONLINE COURSES

the third year, an online Human Rights Education Pedagogy class though the University of Minnesota College 
of Education and Human Development. 

The HRE team has also developed a new online course on human rights and corporate social responsibility for 
undergraduate students in the U of M’s Business and Management Administration program. This new course, 

(OLPD).

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Partners in Closing the Gap - www.hrusa.org/closethegap/main.php
The Human Rights Center’s innovative Close the Gap initiative was launched as a companion learning resource 
for the Twin Cities Public Television (tpt) documentary of the same name.  Highlighting issues of race, class, 
and place disparities in the Twin Cities and Greater Minnesota, the Center’s curriculum resources encourage ac-

the W.K. Kellogg Foundation.  This exciting community engagement initiative matches teams of teachers, 
parents, community members, and students to focus on race, class, and place disparities in education, engaging 

HRE facilitation team in Ithaca
Civil rights leader, Dorothy 
Cotton, opens the Ithaca work-
shop

HRE Program Director, Natela Jordan, 
discusses the myths of human rights
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-

-
-

tion as a positive alternative to college, and developing a student-created newspaper. The Human Rights Center 

Poster Contest
As part of the Minnesota Human Rights Collaborative, the HRE Program facilitated a K-12 Poster Contest 

-
tion is a long-term and lifelong process by which all people at all levels of development and in all strata of soci-

from students all over Minnesota, out of which 12 winners were selected.  The winning students and their fami-
lies were invited to the Minnesota Department of Human Rights’ annual Human Rights Day Conference, held in 

Youth Against Race, Class, and Place Disparities Video Contest
The Video Contest for Twin Cities students in grades 8-12 aims to educate the public and encourage dialogue 
and action to eliminate race, class, and place disparities in Minnesota. Each contestant was asked to produce 

music video, comedy sketch, or other short video format.  Students were encouraged to highlight current, past, 

possible by a grant from the Best Buy Children’s Foundation.

The winning videos were selected on November 30, 2010. The HRE Program plans to post them on the This is 
My Home website.  The promotion and outreach work for this contest was greatly assisted by three high school 
interns who dedicated their time and efforts to reach out to their peers and encourage them to participate in the 

 
Color Your World with Equality by 

Jimmy (Grade 9-12)

 
Everyone Gets the Same Rights by 

Jonathan (Grade 2-4)
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on Women in Nairobi, Kenya, to promote recognition of women’s human rights under the United Nation’s Con-
vention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (the CEDAW Convention).  IWRAW 
was founded on the belief that the human rights of women and girls are essential to development and that 
equality between women and men will only be achieved through use of international human rights principles 
and processes.  IWRAW is dedicated to the principle that women’s rights are human rights and an essential part 
of mainstream human rights advocacy.  Since its inception, IWRAW has advocated for women’s human rights 
under all the international human rights treaties. For more information, see www.iwraw.net.

Minnesota Law School.
 

 
 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS in 2010 

of the University’s program to establish working relationships between women faculty and 
American women’s rights experts. 

Against Women, assisting with development of a policy statement on the Economic Con-
sequences of Marriage and its Dissolution. Dr. Freeman was invited to Committee plenary 
sessions (in both Geneva and New York) and a closed working group.  In relation to this work, 
IWRAW is developing an accessible resource base on family law and the efforts to change it 
throughout the world.
 

Oxford University Press in 2011.  The authors held a meeting at the Rockefeller Foundation 

 

 

treaty monitoring bodies.  Dr. Freeman participated in the UN Inter-Committee meetings in 
Geneva, as well as worked with an international NGO coalition concerned with treaty body 
procedure.
  

-

 

law school immigration clinics.
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HUMAN RIGHTS LAW AND POLICY

Interpreting and Developing Humanitarian Law
A law review series of articles are underway to examine and evaluate how human rights law bodies (such as 

-
tional humanitarian law.  

The Right to a Fair Trial

-
ies and courts, such as the European Court of Human Rights, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, and 
the African Commission on Human and People’s Rights.

The Prohibition on Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
The aim of this ongoing work is to explore and further articulate the established prohibitions on torture and 
other ill-treatment, and how they are applied or violated by states.  

The Rights of Non-Citizens, particularly the International Human Rights of Migrants
Building on expertise developed during his appointment as the UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Nonciti-

rights norms pertaining to migrants.

HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION 

Effects of Human Rights Education on School Environment

conducting research to assess the impact of this school-community initiative on classrooms in Minneapolis and 
-

ies, and articles on the effects of human rights education on school climate and academic achievement. 

The Impact of Storytelling on Racial Justice and Human Rights Promotion
Kristi Rudelius-Palmer recently co-authored an article with Kevin Chin published in the Ohio State University’s 
Kirwan Institute Journal on Race and Ethnicity.  The article explores the methodology of storytelling and its 
impact on human rights, human rights education, and training.
 
Acting for the Human Rights of Indigenous Peoples
A popular education training manual on human rights is being developed to promote cooperation among in-

of Indigenous Peoples. The manual, which consists of eight original theater plays and short stories, and eighty 
learning activities, will engage participants directly with core indigenous rights issues.

International Human Rights Norms in Business Practice
The Human Rights Center has been conducting extensive research on the integration of international human 
rights norms into business practices.  Based on this work, the Human Rights Education team has developed an 

-
ing students think critically about how business practices can align with human rights principles.

Research and Special Projects

NEW DEVELOPMENTS in 2010 
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Human  Rights  Center  Events    

1/30/2010 - Somali-MN Uniting Against Violence Community Meeting

3/13/2010 - 4th Annual International Conference on Human Rights: What s 
Next For The Oromo People? Input From Oromo Political and Civic Organiza-
tions

Program, Gadaa.com, Oromo Individuals in Minnesota, The Advocates for Human Rights

6/10/2010 - Film Screening: 10 Tactics for Turning Information into Action

6/18-19/2010 - Institute for the Horn of Africa Studies and Affairs (IHASA) 
2010 Conference

7/07/2010 - Film Screening: "Inside North Korea" - LiNK Summer Tour

9/28/2010 - International Rights, International Wrongs: The Use of Criminal 
Law to Protect Human Rights

Robina Foundation

10/28/2010 - Forum From the Very Beginning: Education, Religious Beliefs & 
Human Rights for Leaders, Educators, Parents

11/04/2010 and 11/07/2010 - Film Screening: Einsatzgruppen: The Death Bri-
gades

2010 HUMAN RIGHTS LAW AWARD

The annual Human Rights Law Award is given to graduating law students who have made outstanding contribu-

this year’s winners, Tatewin Means and Brianna Mooty.  

Tatewin has provided dedicated and competent leadership in the American Indian Law Student Association.  
She has also been a dedicated Fellow at the Human Rights Center, developing the Center’s Indigenous Peoples’ 
Human Rights initiatives and providing vital support to the international human rights fellowship programs.  

service-trips to cities including Miami, El Paso, and Minneapolis to gain real-world experience by working full-
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The Humphrey Fellowship Program provides a year of professional development, related academic study, and 
cultural exchange in the United States for mid-career professionals from selected countries throughout the 
world. It is a Fulbright Program sponsored by the U.S. Department of State and administered by the Institute of 
International Education. Fellows are placed nationally at one of seventeen U.S. universities chosen for excel-

granted competitively to professional candidates with a commitment to public service, and Fellows are assigned 
to a host university based on their interests and needs. The University of Minnesota has welcomed Humphrey 
Fellows since 1981, attracting more than 448 Fellows from 113 countries. The Human Rights Center/Law 
School and the Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs each host a cohort of Fellows, focusing respectively on 
Law and Human Rights and Public Administration. 

States. The 2010-11 Humphrey Law Fellows bring with them a wealth of expertise and experience from a vari-

litigation, children’s rights,  and family law.  The Humphrey Fellows are welcomed and assisted by a dedicated 
group of host families, who provide networking opportunities and opportunities for cultural exchange.

Fellowship Programs

2010-2011 Hubert H. Humphrey Fellows (Back Left to Right, Front Left to Right) 

-

NEW DEVELOPMENTS in 2010 
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-
tions and cultural sites both in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area and in other regions of the U.S.  This year’s excur-
sions, to date, have ranged widely, including everything from a formal reception at the U.S. State Department to 
hiking in Minnesota’s Lindbergh State Park.   Photos below document events ranging from a formal visit at the 
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The Human Rights Center encourages residents of the Upper Midwest – including students, teachers, lawyers, 
health professionals, community leaders, and others – to undertake practical experiences and internships with 

 
The Upper Midwest Human Rights Fellowship Program marked its 22nd year with a successful group of thirty-

-

come from many different backgrounds, including undergraduate and graduate students in the social sciences, 

Arbitrary Detention
Creative Writing and Human Rights

Fair Trade
HIV/AIDS in Africa

Human Rights Coalition Building
Human Rights Litigation

Immigrant Detention
Immigration and Asylum

Indigenous Rights

Public Health
Torture

Urban Development
Women’s Rights

Wrongful Convictions

The 2010 Upper Midwest Human Rights and Robina Fellows and Human Rights Center Staff

NEW DEVELOPMENTS in 2010 

Issues of Focus in 2010
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Kadra Abdi
Friends of Ngong Road
Nairobi, Kenya

Heather Beal
WomanKind Kenya
Garissa, Kenya

Laura Boleen

Crescent Valley, Nevada

Astrid Brouilliard
International Criminal Tribunal for 
Rwanda (ICTR)

Human Rights Center
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Colleen Coyne
Human Rights Program 
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Bridgette Da Silva
Human Rights Center
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Anne Fuchs
Helsinki Committee for Human Rights 
for the Republic of Macedonia

Association for Nature and Sustainable 
Development (ANDES)
Cusco, Peru

Greater Boston Legal Services - Immi-
gration Unit
Boston, Massachusetts

Matthew Holm
The Advocates for Human Rights
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Women in Progress (WIP)
Cape Coast, Ghana

Indigenous Fisher People’s Network 
(IFP)
Kisumu, Kenya

Willy Madeira
American Refugee Committee
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Brett Mares
Center on Wrongful Convictions, 
Northwestern University Law School
Chicago, Illinois

Korla Masters

Suchitoto, El Salvador

Tatewin Means
Tribal Law and Policy Institute
St. Paul, Minnesota

Timothy Meyer

and Advocacy Support Program
Istanbul, Turkey

International Criminal Tribunal for 
Rwanda (ICTR)

Aman Obsiye
Somaliland Law Reform Commission
Hargeisa, Somaliland

Neil Panchmatia
Hands Across the World
St. Cloud, Minnesota

Kristin Paulson
Kalika Community Hospital and GRE-
MALTES Hospital
Rasuwa, Nepal and Chennai, India

Kristen Rau

San Francisco, California

Matthew Roberts

New South Wales
Lismore, Australia

ACLU Foundation of Southern Califor-
nia
Los Angeles, California

Center for Victims of Torture
Lubumbashi, Democratic Republic of 
Congo

Association for the Defense of the 

(ADAPP)
Vancouver, British Columbia

Belfast, Northern Ireland

Laura Wilson

St. Paul, Minnesota

Catheranne Wyly
ACLU of Minnesota
St. Paul, Minnesota

Maiyia Yang
-

tion
Mae Sariang, Thailand

Laura Young

Nairobi, Kenya
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2010 Contributors

The Human Rights Center is grateful to all of its contributors – we could not do it without you!

Host Families and Volunteers
Myron Anderson and Sue Duffy
Elaine and Guy Bartolain
Elsa and Addi Batica
Mike and Ruth Bettendorf
Paul Bloom and Meg Layese
Lila and Kevin Kelly
Gary King
Natalie and Matt Kohner
Duane and Mary Alice Krohnke
Kristine Lambert

Mary Ellen Lynch

Meredith McQuaid

Renée Ofori and Richard Ofori-Poku
Megan and Mike Rafferty

Marielle Robinson
Bette Schmidt and Nick Musachio
Patti Stuhlman
Warren Poole and Rosa Uy
Nora and Tim White
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Onsite
Kristi  Rudelius-Palmer,  Co-Director
David  Weissbrodt,  Co-Director

Heather  Abraham,  Humphrey  Legal  Research  Fellow
Artemis  Ahmadi,  Fellowship  Programs  Assistant,  Human  Rights  Legal  Fellow

Lucy  Arimond,  Director,  Fellowship  Programs
Patrick  Finnegan,  Associate  Development  Coordinator

Marsha  Freeman,  Director,  International  Women’s  Rights  Action  Watch
Willa  Gelvick,  Education  and  Fellowship  Program  Associate

Taehohn  Lee,  Education  Program  Associate
Khoi  Nguyen,  Technical  Assistant

Mary  des  Roches,  Development  Associate
Nic  Schroeder,  Human  Rights  Education  Intern

Kate  Van  Sickle,  Human  Rights  Communications  Fellow
Sarah  Super,  Fellowship  Programs  Assistant

Amanda  Traaseth,  Human  Rights  Education  Intern
Leo  Twiggs,  Development  and  Research  Associate
Matthew  Webster,  Humphrey  Legal  Research  Fellow

Offsite
Caroline  Huntsicker,  Human  Rights  Education  Youth  Intern  
Ola  Sabry  Isamaeel,  Associate,  Arabic  Human  Rights  Library

Alaa  Kaoud,  Coordinator,  Arabic  Human  Rights  Library
Leah  Marks,  Coordinator,  Human  Rights  Library
Marybeth  Neal,  Program  Evaluation  Consultant

Molly  Nemer,  Human  Rights  Education  Youth  Intern

Summer  Interns
Anna  Marie  Paulus,  IWRAW  Legal  Research  Intern

Michael  Logan,  Human  Rights  Education  and  Fellowship  Intern

Carol  Batsell-Benner

Nancy  Flowers
Arvonne  Fraser
Barbara  Frey

Oren  Gross  

Velma  Korbel

Fionnuala  Ní  Aoláin

Paul  G.  Quie  

Cheryl  Robertson
Kathryn  A.  Sikkink
Hernan  Vidal
Carl  Warren

Advisory Board

Staff, Associates, and Interns
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